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ABSTRACT 

A fixed-point theorem due to Jungck is utilized to derive a common 

fixed-point theorem for six mappings in compact metric spaces, which is 

also used to prove another common fixed-point theorem involving best 

approximation. In process results due to Brosowski, Singh Hicks

Humphris and Sahab et nl. are generalized and improved. 

1. Introduction . A self-mapping T of a normed space Xis said 

to be non-expansive (resp. 1-non expansive) if ll'l:x:-1'.Yll~llx ·· .Yll{ resp.ll'l:x-

7'.Yll.:::: lllx-- rYll} for all X,Y in x. If x is a point of x and ca subset of X, 
then set Be (x) of best C-approximant to x consist of the points y in C 

such that 

llY -x II= inf II z - x II: z E C }. A subset C of Xis said to be starshaped 
(cf[2]) with respect to a point q E C if for all x in C and all 0:::; 'A:::; 1,. 'Ax+ 

(1-'A)q is in C. Clearly, a convex set is starshaped with respect to each of 

its points but the converse is not always true. 

Brosowski[l] proved that if Tis non-expansive with x E F (T), T 

(C) c C and Be(~ is nonempty, compect convex, then Thas a fixed poi.nt 

in Be (x). Subrahmanyam[13] substituted the nonempty requirement of 

Be (x) with the finite dimensionality of C (as a subspace of X) where as 
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Singh I 10, l I J 110L<~d thaL Bro80W8ki'8 rc8ult nmwin8 tnw ii' /I,. (x) i8 only 

starshpod, hut 80011 noticed that non-cxpnm;ive property of'/' on II.· (x) u 

{.x) is enough for hi8 earlier rc8ult. In this continuntion llickH·· 

Humphrici-:1 111 ohcH~l'V<~d that Singh's fir8t result rcm:tirm Lnw, if one) 

ruplacc8 T (C) < <:by '!' (oC) c C, where oC denotes the boundm·y of C 

in X. Sniolukl UI 8tilrntitutcd 'finite dimensionality of C' in 

Subrahmn ny11111 ':--: 

result by 1li1wmit.y of'/' and compaetness of T(D) for every bounded t-mbNd 

D of C which w:w l:lf.t•r improved by Habiniak[:JJ, by relaxing the linearity 

ofT. 

In wh:d. follow:-;, F' (!. '/') rknote:--: the set common fixed points of 

I and T where a:--: /1'(A,!J,8, '/',f,cl) denotes tlw set common fixed point of 

the mapping A,!J,S,'t:I, and,/, 

In an attempt to unify and generalize the results due to Hieks

Humphries[4] and Singh[l88l Sahab et al [9) proved the following: 

Theorem 1.1 : (Sahab et al.[9]) Let Xbe a normed space, I and T self

maps of X with x E f(T,l), Cc X with T (oC) and q E F(l). If D =Be (x) 

is compact and q-star shaped l(D)-D, I is continuous and linear on /J, I, 

and Tare commuting on D and Tis /-non expansive on D u(.x;), then I 
and T have a common fixed point in I). 

'· 
We essentially require the following definitions : 

Definition 1.1. (Jungck[6]) A pair of self-mappings (B.I) of a normed 

space Xis said to be compatible if 

['!.::~, llBlxn - lBx)I = 0 , 

whenever {x /is a sequence in X such that, Lim. Bx ::::: Lim Ix,= t <~ X 
n n »~) n "' }{"I• '· 

Definition 1.2. (.J ungek and RhondcH[8]) A pair of self-mappings (B,1) 

on Xis said to be c:oincidunt.ly commuting if (B,1) commute at the 

coincidence points of 1J and /. 

In this note using a variant of a fixed point theorem due to Jungck[7], 

we first derive a common fixed point theorem in compact metric spaces 

involving six mappings, which is then used to prove yet another extension 

of Theorem I.I. In process relevent results due to Brosowski[l], Singh[ IO, 

11), Hick-Humphries[4] and Sahab et al [9) are generalized and improved, 

2. Main Results. Motivated from the observations explained in 

Jungck and Rhoades[S], one can state the following variant of a fixed point 

theorem, which is due to Jungck[7]. 
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Theorem 2.1. (,Jungck [71) Let A, S, 1 and,/ b(! co11Liuuous sclf'-rnapping8 

of' a compact metric spat:(' (X,d) with A(X) c ,J(X) and S(X) c l(X). If (•iLl1er 

(A,!) me compatibh• and (S,,J) coincidently commuting or (S,J) nrc 

compatible and (A/) coincidently commuting and 

rl(Ax, Sy)< M(.x, y) where 

M(x, y) =max { cl(lx, Jy), d(lx, Ax), d (<Jy,Sy), 112 [d (Ix, Sy)+d(<Jy, Ax)j}, 

for all x, y EX with M (x, y) > 0 then A,S,I and J have a unique common 

fixed point. 

Proof. The proof is :dnwst the same as that of ,Jungck's[7] theorem hence 

it is omitted 

Remark 2.1. Theorem 2.1 wa8 originally proved with compatibility of 

both the pairs in Jungck[7J. 

As an application of Theorem 2.1 we clcrivc a common fixed point theorem 

for six mappings, as follows : 

Theprem 2.2. Let A, 13, S, '/', 1 and ,J be self-mappings of a compact 

metric space (X, d) such that A(X) c 1~l(X), S(X) with A, S, T, J and BI 

being continuous. If either (A, Bl) are compatible and (S, T J) coincidently 

commuting or (ST,J) are compatible and (A, BI) coincidently commuting 

and 
d(Ax, Sy)< M(x, y), 

where M(x, y) =max { d(Blx, TJy,) d (Blx,Ax), d (T,Jy, Sy), 

1/z[d (Blx, Sy) + d (1~ly, A.x)}}, 

for all x,y EX with M (x, y) > 0, then A, S, Bl and 1~! have a unique 

common fixed point z in X . Moreover, if the pairn (13, l) (T, J) (A, B), (A, 

I), (S, T) and (S, ,J) commute at t,Jw fixed point z then z remains the 

unique common fixed point of A, B, S, T, 1 and,] separately. 

Proof. We begin by noting that the coutinuity of BI (resp. 1'J) does not 

demand the continuity of B or I or both (resp. Tor ,J or both). But for 

maps A, S, BI and TJ all the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied 

ensuring the existence of unique common fixed point z of A, S, BI and 

T J. Here it is worth noting that z is the common fixed point of borth 

pairs (A, Bl) and (S, TJ) respectively. 

Now it remains to show that z is also a common fixed point A, B, S, T, I 
and J. For this let z is the unique common fixed point of both the pai1·s 

(A, BI) and (S, T J), then 

Bz = B(Blz) = B (!Bz) = Bl(Bz), 

Iz = l(Blz) = IB (lz) = BI(Iz), 

Bz = B (Az) = A(Bz), 

Iz =I (Az) = A(Iz), 
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'/';:; ····· 'l'('l~lz) c:c '/' (,/'/';:;) = 'l~J('l'z), Tz '!' (8z) 8('/'z), 

Jz ,J('l~l::) c· ,/'/' (,fz) = 1~/(nz), ,fz ,/ (Sz) 8(,/z), 

which slwwH tlwt. Hz and lz (resp. '/';:;and ,/z) are othcl' fixed point.Hof' 

the pair (!\, Ill) ;rnd (resp. S, 1~!). Now in view of the uniquetH!HS of 

COllllllOll f'ix('d p!iillt. or Uw pairs (A, Bl) and (S, '/~!),we get 

Z ··Hz · lz 'l'z Jz =Biz= 1~/z= =Az = Sz, 

which Hhowii tlwt. z ;1IH0 rcmnins the common fixed point of A,B,S,'1', 1 

and J separaldy. This cotnpldes the proof. 

Remark 2.2. By reHtriding J\,n,S,'(1, and,/ suitably and modifying ~he 

remaining hypoLlwHiH ;u:conlingly, one can derive a multitude of known 

and unknown fixed point tlH,ot'l!lllH. So far we are not. familiar of any fixed 

point theorem involving five or Hix mappings in compact metric spaces. 

As an application of Theorem 2.2, we prove the following fixed point 

theorem (employing the notion of best approximation) which generalizes 

earlier results due to Brosowski[l], Hicks-Humphries[4], Singh[lO], Sahab 

et al.[9] and others. 

Theorem 2.3. Let A,B,S, T,I and J be self-mappings of a normed space 

X and C be a subset of X such that A, S,: oC-'>C with XE F (A, B, S, 1~ 
I, J) if A, B, S, T, I and J satisfy the condition 

l!Ax- Syll < M (x, y). with A ans S being continuous where, 

M(x, y) =max ~IBix- TJyll, llBfx-Axll,llTJy- Syll. 

112fllBix - Syll + llT Jy - Ax)I\/ }, 
for all x, y ED' =Du C {x}. 

Futhcr suppose! that the pairs (A, 131) and (S, 1'<1) arc compatible with BT 
and '[',,/being linear imd continuous on D. If/) be n nonempty, compact 

and starshaped with l'\!flpect to a point q (;: /) and Bl (D) = D = TJ (D) 

then D n F (A. B, 8, '!', 1, ,/) :t <I> , 

provided the pairs (B, I), (T, J), (A, B), (S, TJ), (A, I) and (S, J) commute 

at the common fixed point of BI, T,J, A and S. 

Proof: Let YE D then BlyE D as BI(D) = D Also if YE oC then AyE c as 

A(oC)cC 

Using condition (2.5.1), we obtain 

HAy - x 11 = l~Y - Sx 11 < M (.y, x ), 
giving thereby AyE D. Thus A is a self-mapping of D. Similarly Sis also 

a self-mapping of D. 
Let {t,J be a sequence of real nunbers such that 0.:::: t < 1 and converging 



to 't'. We define sequences {A
11

} and of {S,) mapping by 

J\
11
x = t,, J\x + (/-· l

11
) <J 

OS x = t Sx + (I-· l ) q 
I/. n II 

for all x ED and for each 11,, 
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Since 1) iB starshapcd with respect to q hence {J\,,} maps/) into itself' and 

so docs (.S,) also. Since I is li1war, one can have 

(1\
1
,) lx

11 
:.: l,, (Aix,,) + ( 1 - l,) Jq, 

and l(J\
11

) x
11 

:.: t,, (!Ax
11

) +I(/ - t
11

) q. 

Since (A, Hf) arc compat.iblc 

0 .;; lim ll(B/) J\
11
x

11 
•• J\,,(nT)x,,11 

n· >·~, 

:.':: l£111. ll(nf) J\x
11 

;1(H/)x
11
ll+ l1:111 (I l

1
) 1111 J\qll :: 0 

n····>e-<• n ~·~' 

whenever, lim Ax = lim !Ux l (: 1J /i11· all n 
n·· >c,.·· n n· ~'"' fl 

Hence (BI, A,,) on D. Similarly it c11n h<i shown that. ('J~J, S,,) arc compatible 

onD. 

Futher from 

11Anx - Snyll = t,,llAx - Syll< tnM(x, y) < M (x, y ), 
for all x,yE D. Since I and J are continuous ans Dis compact, therefore 

by Theorem 2.2. 

F(A,) n F (BI) n F (S,) n F (T J) = {X,), 
for each n Also since D is compact so {x,,} has a convergent subseqcnce 

{x,.J converging to z in D. ,, 

Nowx .=A11 .x 1
.= t, .. Ax.+(/ +t

1
)q, n1. .1. r. 1. t. u1 1.1 

which on letting n--J<x' niducm1 to Az z giving thereby zE D n F (A). 

Similarly, it can b() shown that zc Dr1F(S). Since BI and 7'j are 

continuouR, we have 

Biz BI li111, x = Um JJ/x = lim x :.:: z 
i ~->r .. o "'i i ">1."" n; i·-·>("·i n,: 

'l'Jz = TJ lim x = lil/l. TJ x = lim x = z 
i->oo "'i i--)oo '''i i---tcxi n,: 

yielding thereby Biz + 'I' Jz = Az = Sz= z. 
Let the pairs (A, BI) and (S, TJ) have different fixed point u and v 

respectively, then llu - vii= llAu - Su II 
< max ~IBiu - 'I' Ju II, llBlu - Aull T Ju - Svll, 

~ ~IBfa - Svll + llT Ju- Aull]} 
which is a contradiction, implying thereby u = v, thus both the pairs have 

same common unique fixed point u = v = z. 
Now on the lines of the proof of Theorem 2.2, it can be easily shown that 
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z remains the unique common fixed point of A, B, 8, '/', I and ,/ 

Hence, we conclude that 

D n F (A, B, 8, 1', 1, ,J) :t <I> . 

This completes the proof. 

Remarks 2.3 

(i) Theorem 2.8 extends the result of Sahab et al[HJ as we generalized 

contractions along with compatibility (cf [6]) instead of commutativity. 

Also Theorem 2.8 involves six mappings instead of two mappings. In 

Process related results due to Hicks-Humphries[4], Singh 110], 

Brosowski[II and others are modified and improved either partially or 

completely. 

(ii) If we use a fixed point theorem in complete spaces corresponding to 

Theorem 2.2 then the continuity requirement of any one of the maps 

A,S,BI or T J can serve the purpose which is possible due to the fact that 

compact metric spaces are always complete. But due to a shorter proof 

we opt to use Theorem. 
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